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Government officials instead of tribe chiefs was a great reform policy in the 
administration of Cheli area during Yongzheng reign in the Qing Dynasty. As a 
matter of fact, this reform had already appeared in the Ming Dynasty, but limited 
to certain areas and minorities. In the Yongzheng reign, large-scale and 
deep-seated reform carried though and became the milestone of administration in 
this area. This thesis mainly examines government officials instead of tribe 
chiefs in Cheli area during the Yongzheng reign, describes the background, 
measures and effects of this reform, explores characters of Cheli area, and 
analyses how the central government administrate Cheli area and far-reaching 
significance of this administration. This thesis is composed of 4 chapters: 
Chapter 1 introduces the special natural and geographical circumstances. 
examines administration of past dynasties in Cheli area before the Qing Dynasty. 
Chapter 2 describes the historical background of the central government and 
local area from political, economical and ideaistic aspects, examines the 
relationship, interests and conflicts between them, and analyses the feasibility 
and conditions of “government officials instead of tribe chiefs”. 
Chapter 3 discusses the measures of Government officials instead of tribe 
chiefs in Cheli area during the Yongzheng reign. 
Chapter 4 based on the analysis above, this chapter gives a main comment 
on “Government officials instead of tribe chiefs”. 
Conclusion discusses the historical significance and effects of Government 
officials instead of tribe chiefs in Cheli area. Based on the analysis from Chapter 
1 to Chapter 4, puts Government officials instead of tribe chiefs in the view of 
the frontier and ethical tactics of the Qing Dynasty, and describes the 
far-reaching effects on the society and nations of this reform.  
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